AN UPDATE

ETHIOPIA

Reports from Reach Out’s Global Ministry astound and
encourage us. Our Country Leaders are truly heroes! The
price they pay to train others in the face of the incredible
hardships is steep and is now compounded by the effects
of Covid-19. The length of their reach is long in places
like Ethiopia. Their extraordinary disciple-making results
from applying Jesus-Focused Youth Ministry training.
Because of outreach into schools, churches, and
communities, thousands of young people are following
Jesus!
These are but a few of the numerous stories and pictures
we have received telling of their victories and the Lord’s
faithfulness. Your investment gives our Ethiopian team
the financial capacity required to carry out this ministry.
Thank you for letting God use you in such a significant
and wonderful way!

Country Leader

ETHIOPIA
Zemen Endale

TEXT

This is an exciting time in Ethiopia. Zemen Endale, our Country Leader, reports that the Amharic translation of our
Jesus-Focused Youth Ministry book is complete. The JFYM book is used in training people throughout Ethiopia!
Many people are impacted by Zemen and the JFYM training. He says,
"Currently we hold training twice per month. One of the courses in our 21-day training is JFYM book; we expect that
the trainees will continue training at least 20 youth ministers in their churches. We praise God for they are training
more people and sending in testimonies/reports with very encouraging messages. They are asking for printed
handouts and it has become more than I can do to send them all. It is my faith that the LORD will provide so that we
can print and distribute materials locally for them too. Church leaders and pastors are contacting us for more
youth ministry training. I am also working to gather regional contacts so that they will facilitate and promote the
work in their areas. Please pray for the training in our center, for the monthly plan of training in different
corners of Ethiopia, and for printing of the materials to be completed."
As Zemen prepares for upcoming traning and ministry, please keep him and his family in your prayers. Thank YOU
for your investment in spreading the gospel of Jesus Christ in Ethiopia!

